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1.
[NATURAL HISTORY]
[PHILOSOPHY]
Reimar, Hermann Samuel. [Reimarus] Observations physiques et morales sur
l'instinct des animaux, leur industrie & leurs moeurs. 2 vols. Translated by
Reneaume De Latache. Amsterdam. Changuion. 1770. (2), lvii, 288; (2), 373
pp. Title pages printed in black and red with engraved vignettes. . 12mo.,
17x10.5 cm. Contemporary half calf over speckled boards, gilt spine bands and
titles, leather spine labels, yellow edges, ribbon markers. French text.
Bookplate of Mr. Le Syndic Masbou dated 1827 on the verso of both half-titles.
Jean-Louis Masbou was State Counselor and President of the Geneva city
council. Natural history treatise by the Deist philosopher. Originally published
in German. A very good tight clean set, light wear to spine labels, small piece of
leather missing on back cover, a few pages are browned at corners. $420.00

2.
[HISTORY]
[FRANCE]
Boulmont, G. L'Abbaye d'Aulne-La-Riche. Les fastes de l'Abbaye d'Aulne "la
Riche"de l'ordre de Citeaux. Gand, Namur. Vanderpoorten, Delvaux. 1907. [4],
256, [1] contents. [1] errata pp. Numerous full-page illustrations. 8vo.
Publisher’s printed wraps. French text. Good, covers soiled and worn, pages
toned.
$32.50

3.
[LITERATURE]
Prevost, Marcel. Les vierges fortes Léa. Paris. Alphonse Lemarre circa 1900.
479 pp. Illustrated by Vincent Bocchino. 18.7x11.7 cm. Contemporary gilt
decorated quarter red morocco over red marbled boards, top edge gilt, ribbon
marker, in a matching marbled slipcase. French Text. A nicely illustrated
romantic novel in a very attractive binding. A fine copy, slipcase worn and
splitting at corners.
$45.00

4.
[RELIGION] [MIDDLE EAST]
Pastoret. Zoroastre, Confucius et Mahomet, comparés comme sectaires,
législateurs et moralistes ; avec le tableau de leurs dogmes, de leurs lois & de
leur morale. Paris. Buisson. 1787. [8], 477 [1] errata pp. 8vo. Contemporary
full mottled calf, raised bands, gilt spine decoration in six compartments, red
leather spine label, red edges. French Text. Very good, light foxing to
preliminaries, inner hinges weak, outer hinges splitting at ends, small leather
chip missing from front board, spine head chipped. $275.00

5..
[BOATS] [HISTORY]
[SWITZERLAND]
Meystre, Edouard. Histoire imagée des grands Bateaux du lac Léman.
Lausanne. Payop Lausanne. 1967. 143 pp. Numerous illustrations. 20x13
cm. Pictorial stiff wraps. French text. A very good tight clean copy. $27.50
7.
[HISTORY
[FRANCE]
Guys, M. Marseille Ancienne et Moderne. Paris. Duchesne. 1786. 323, [2
approbation and errata] pp. 8vo., 20.4x13 cm. Contemporary half calf over
speckled boards, raised bands, red leather spine labels. French text. private
library bookplate to verso of half-title page “Bibliotheque de Mr. Syndic
Masbou”. Jean-Louis Masbou was State Counselor and President of the
Geneva city council. Very good, some wear to covers, some discoloration to the
endpapers, light rippling to pages, contents bright and tight.
$265.00

6.
[HISTORY]
[ENGLAND]
Dupin, Charles. Voyages dans la Grande-Bretagne. I:Force militaire; II: Force
navale; III: Force commerciale. 6 vols in 3. Lacks atlas. Paris. Bachelier. 1820
- 1824. xv, (1), 280, viii, (1), 274, (2 ads); vi, (2), xvi, 280, vi, (1), 284, (4 ads);
xxxii, 290, ix, 288 pp. ` 4to. 26.5x21 cm. Contemporary quarter brown calf
over plain brown boards, gilt spine titles, red speckled edges. 1st edition.
French text. Very good plus, light soiling and wear to covers.
$425.00

8.
[LITERATURE]
About, Edmond. Nez D'un Notaire. Paris. Calmann Levy. 1876. 209 pp.
18x11.5 cm. 1/4 leather. 10th edition. French text. French text. An
attractively bound copy of the popular French novel. Very good plus, light
wear to covers, contents fine.
$40.00

10.
[MATHEMATICS]
Legendre, Adrien Marie. Eléments de géométrie, avec des notes. Douzième
édition. Paris. Firmin Didot. 1823. 431 pp. 14 folding plates. 8vo.
Contemporary quarter calf over marbled boards, gilt spine decorations,
marbled endpapers, ribbon marker. 12th edition. French text. Inscribed on
half title " A Mr. LeBaron Maurice, Hommage de L'auteur". Very good, very
light marginal foxing.
$95.00

9.
[SCIENCE] [THERMODYNAMICS]
Sachtleben, Jean Henri. (Johann Heinrich). L'art D'Economiser Le Bois, ou Dix
Procedes de Fue Economiques. Translated by J. Goy. Paris. De Valade, Fils
Aine. 1792. 152 pp. 14 folding plates, engraved tailpieces. 8vo., 21x13 cm.
Publisher's plain blue paper wraps. French text. Originally published in
German as “Die Holzersparungskunst bey zehn verschiedenen Feuerarten” in
1790. A scarce treatise on the design of fireplaces and wood-fired devices for
fuel economy. Very good, spine worn, an untrimmed copy in the original
wraps.
850.00

11.
[LITERATURE]
Janin, Jules. L'ane Mort. Paris. Ernest Bourdin. 1842. xvi, 306 pp. Portrait
frontis, 12 full-page plates by Tony Johannot, numerous wood engravings
throughout text. 4to., 24.7x17 cm. Contemporary quarter red stippled cloth
over marbled boards. French text. Nicely illustrated edition of the classic
French macabre novel. Good plus, 2" split at outer hinge, light wear to
extremities, top 2" neatly cut off half title, scattered light foxing, still a nice
copy with the contents tight and fresh.
$120.00

12.
[TRAVEL]
[IBERIA]
Twiss, Richard. Voyage en Portugal et en Espagne Fait en 1772 & 1773. Bern.
Societe Typographique. 1776. 380 +54 pp. supplement & table. Engraved
frontis, engraved title page, one folding map of Spain & Portugal. 8vo.,
20.8x12.5 cm. Contemporary half calf over speckled boards, gilt spine
decorations, orange spine label, speckled edges, ribbon marker.
1st French translation. French text. Translated from the English edition of
1775. A near fine copy, fresh and bright.
$450.00

13.
[LITERATURE]
Macpherson, James. Temora Poëme Epique en VIII Chants composé en langue
Erse ou Gallique par Ossian fils de Fingal. Translated from English by Marquis
de St. Simon. Amsterdam. Changuion. 1774. [4], 54, 252 pp. One folding map,
one folding chart of Macpherson’s interpretation of the history of the early
kings of Britain. 8vo.19.3x12.3 cm. Contemporary half mottled calf over
speckled boards, raised bands, gilt decorations, red label, red speckled edges,
ribbon marker. French text. Alleged to be a translation from an ancient Gaelic
text. Map and chart not in the English edition Very good, light wear to covers,
map detached but present.
$225.00

14.
[TRAVEL]
[GEOGRAPHY]
Champagnac, (J.-B.-J.) & Olivier. Le Voyageur de la jeunesse dans les cinq
parties du monde, contenant la description géographique et pittoresque de
divers pays. Paris. Belin-Leprieur & Morizot. No date, circa 1860. xi, 644 pp.
16 chromolithograh plates illustrating costumes from around the world.
Engraved views of Paris, Moscow, New York, Rio de Janeiro. Macao, and
Constantinople. 8vo., 27..5x18.5 Contemporary quarter checkered calf over
cloth boards, raised bands, marbled endpapers. French text. Well illustrated
general world geography. Very good, light wear and spotting to covers,
moderate foxing scattered throughout, affecting the text more than the plates.
$145.00

15.
[LITERATURE
Wallace, Lewis. Ben-Hur; Le Prince de Jerusalem. Translated by D'Humieres
and Janasz. Paris. Delagrave. No date. Circa 1935. 278 pp. 6 monochrome
plates (one folding) and numerous illustrations in text by D’auguste Leroux.
4to. Blue cloth with elaborate gilt decorations, all edges gilt, beveled boards.
French text. an attractive translation of the American classic. A very good
copy with light shelfwear and two small dings in back cover.
$35.00

16.
[SWITZERLAND]
Clermont, Docteur. Recueil D'Observations Physiologiques Et Cliniques Sur
Les Eaux Minerales De Vals (Ardeche) Suivi D'Une Note Geologique Et
Paleontologique Sur Vals Et Ses Environs. Paris. Baillere. No date, circa
1870. 341 pp. 24x15.5 cm. Contemporary quarter red morocco over marbled
boards, raised bands, gilt spine decorations in six compartments, marbled
endpapers, speckled edges. French text. Report on the famous mineral waters
of Vals, still bottled and sold throughout Europe today. In an attractive
binding. Near fine, light shelfwear, very light scattered foxing. $60.00

17.
[JUVENILE}
Doucet, Jérôme. Les Souhaits Merveilleux. Paris. Piazza. 1932. 177, (1) pp.
Illustrations in color by Marcel Jeanjean. 20.5x14.5 cm. Publisher's tan paper
covered boards, gilt decorations, top edge gilt, ribbon marker. French text.
Good plus, covers soiled, light wear to extremities, short split to front hinge,
contents very good. $35.00

18.
[ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING]
Iliovici, A. Encyclopedie Electrotechnique par un comite d'ingenieurs
specialistes, Methodes et Ap`pareils de Mesures Electriques et Magnetiques. 3
parts in one volume. Paris. Geisler. 1910-1911. 148, 150, 202 pp. Numerous
illustrations and diagrams. 8vo, 24.5x16 cm. Contemporary quarter maroon
leather over marbled boards, speckled edges, decorative endpapers.
French text. Theory and practical application for designers of electrical
meters Very good, corners very lightly bumped, pages toned. $85.00

19.
[SCIENCE]
{ELECTRICITY]
Hauksbee, [Francis]. Expériences physico-méchaniques sur différents sujets,
et principalement sur la lumière et l'électricité produites par le frottement des
corps. 2vols. Translated by François de Bremond. Foreword and notes by
Nicholas Desmarest. Paris. La Veuve Cavelier & Fils. 1754. clxxvi, 490, [1
errata]: (2), 596 pp. 7 engraved folding plates. 12mo., 16.3x10 cm.
Contemporary marbled boards, red speckled edges, no spine labels. French
text. Important early work on electricity and electroluminescence, originally
published in English in 1709. Very good, slight wear at hinges, one endpaper
has a closed tear, booksellers stamps to verso of title pages, contents near fine.
$950.00

21.
[LITERATURE]
[MAGAZINE]
Various authors. Musee Des Familles - Lecture du Soir. Premier Volume,
Premier et Seconde Annee. Paris. Aux Bureau Du Musee des Familles. 1833 1834 308 pp. Numerous engraved illustrations by prominent artists. 28.5x19
cm. Quarter vellum over publisher's illustrated front board and marbled back
board. French text. This is the first volume of the popular cheap, general
interest illustrated magazine that that was one of the first of the genre. Articles
by Dumas, Balzac, Berthoud and many others. Very good, cover soiled, spine
cocked, light toning to pages.
$75.00

20.
[GRAMMAR] [HAND-COLORED ILLUSTRATIONS]
Berthaud. Le Quadrille Des Enfants ou Systeme Nouveau de Lecture. Paris.
Arthus Bertrand. No date, circa 1800. [2], 180 pp. 4 hand-colored plates
containing 84 individual illustrations, two B&W engravings. 8vo., 23.5x15.5
cm. Contemporary quarter cloth over marbled boards. 15th edition. French
text. Scarce elementary grammar. Good, covers worn, corners bent, binding
moderately shaken, light foxing.
$320.00

22.
[SOCIOLOGY] [FOOD & DRINK]
Husson, Armand. Les Consommations De Paris. Paris. Hachette. 1875 xvi, 550
pp. 8vo., 22x14 cm. Quarter black textured cloth over marbled boards, gilt
spine title, speckled edges. 2nd edition. French text. Statistical study on
Parisians and their consumption of food and drink. Very good, pages lightly
rippled, scattered light foxing.
$145.00

24..
[EXPLORATION]
De Lorgues, Roselly. Vie et Voyages de Christophe Colomb d'après des
documents authentiques tirés d'Espagne et d'Italie. Paris. Morizot. 1862. iii,
518, [2 ads] pp. 14 full-page engraved plates by Rouargue. 8vo., 25.5x16.5 cm.
Contemporary quarter green morocco over stippled cloth boards, raised bands,
gilt spine decorations, blindstamped borders, all edges gilt. French text. A
popular history in an attractive binding. Very good, light wear to covers, light
dampstain to lower margin.
$55.00

23.
[FASHION]
[LACE]
Palliser, Bury. Histoire De La Dentelle. Translated from English by Gédéon de
Clermont-Tonnère. Paris, Firmin Didot. No date, circa 1870. vi, 410 pp.
Numerous illustrations. 23x15.5 cm. Contemporary quarter black morocco
over marbled boards, gilt spine title, speckled edges. French text. Classic work
on the history of lace. Bookplate of M. de Blonay with the coat-of-arms of the
Swiss Blonay family on the pastedown. Very good, covers lightly worn, a couple
of peeled strips at leather spine.
$110.00

25.
[NATURAL HISTORY]
Boitard, M. Le jardin des plantes. Paris. Dubochet. 1845. lxvi, 472 pp.
Numerous illustrations including four color plates of birds and a folding plan
of the garden. . 4to.,27x18 cm. Contemporary quarter red morocco over
marbled boards, elaborate gilt spine decorations, marbled endpapers.
French text. Description of the garden and animals in the menagerie of
Museum of Natural History. Good, edges of boards worn, covers scuffed,
some plates toned, pages creased, folding plan has some tears but no loss.
$75.00

26.
[HISTORY]
[FRANCE]
[Capmartin De Chaupy, B.] Observations sur le refus que fait le Chastelet de
reconnoître la Chambre Royale. France. (No city). No Publisher. 1754. [2], 258
pp. 4to., 26.5x19 cm. Contemporary half vellum over marbled boards, speckled
edges. holograph spine title. French text. Scarce controversial political
commentary published anonymously. Very good, covers lightly soiled, pages
slightly rippled, contents clean with wide margins.
$650.00

27.
[FASHION]
[LACE]
Lefébure, Auguste. Dentelle et guipures Anciennes et moderes, Imitations ou
copies, variété des genres et des points. Paris. Flammarion. 1904. 313 pp. + 5
pp. ads. Numerous illustrations. 22.5x14.2 cm. Publisher's printed wraps.
French text. Scarce reference on the history of European lace. Very good,
chip to lower spine, green strain to back cover, pages lightly toned.
$225.00

28.
[MEDICINE]
[OBSTETRICS]
Benthin, Walther. Diagnostic et diagnostic différentiel des maladies de la
femme. Leverkusen. Edité par la revue des progrès thérapeutiques. 1932. 432
pp. 100 illustrations, 48 in color. 8vo., 22.5x15.5 cm. Contemporary half
stippled green cloth over marbled boards, gilt spine title, binding by M.
Besson, Geneva. French text. A near fine copy in a nice binding, light
underling to title on title page.
60.00

29.
[SPORTS]
[PHYSICAL CULTURE]
Guyot-Daubes. Curiosites Physiologiques. Les Hommes Phenomenes : Force ;
Agilite' ; Adresse ; Hercules ; Coureurs ; Sauteurs ; Nageurs ; Plongeurs ;
Gymnastes ; Equilibristes ; Disloques ; Jongleurs ; Avaleurs De Sabre ;
Tireurs. Paris. Masson. No Date, circa 1890 306 pp. + 4pp. ads. Numerous
engraved illustrations. 25.3x16 cm. Publisher's printed boards. French text.
Physical culture and human achievements in fin de siecle France. Good,
covers soiled and creased, marginal dampstains, moderate foxing. $75.00

30.
[NAUTICAL]
[MILITARY]
Laubeuf, M. Sous-Marins Et Submersibles Leur Developpement - Leur Role
Dans La Guerre - Leur Role Dans L'Avenir - Les Sous-Marins Allemands Paris.
Delagrave. 1915. 100 pp + 4 pp. ads. Numerous illustrations. 25x16.5 cm.
Publisher's printed ivory wraps. French text. World War I era book on
submarines, illustrated with drawings and photos. Good plus, covers
edgeworn, soiled and split at spine, upper corner bumped. $95.00

31.
[BOTANY]
[SILVICULTURE]
Lorentz, M. Cours Elementaire De Culture Des Bois. Cree a' L'Ecole Forestiere
De Nancy. Paris. Madame (Rosalie) Huzard. 1837. [12], 564 pp. One folding
plate. 8vo., 22.5x14.5 cm. Publisher's printed wraps. 2nd Edition. French
text. Treatise on silviculture published by the noted Paris woman printer and
bookseller Rosalie Huzard. Good plus, covers soiled and split at spine, light
foxing, some dog-eared pages, ink name to title page, untrimmed in the wraps.
$95.00

32.
[MECHANICAL ENGINEERING]
Reuleaux, Franz. Le Constructeur. Tables Formules Règles Calculs Tracés et
Renseignements pour la construction des organes de machines. Aide-memoire
à l'usage des Ingénieurs Constructeurs Architectes Mecaniciens etc.. Paris.
Savy. 1873. iii, 691, (1) pp. Numerous illustrations. 24.3X15.7 cm.
Contemporary blue cloth, gilt spine and cover decorations. French text. Nicely
illustrated mechanical engineering source book. Very good, lower corner
bumped, inner hinges split, ink spot to foredge.
$75.00

33.
[PLAYS]
[CHILDREN’S}
Mace, Jean. Theatre du Petit Chateau. Paris. Hetzel. No Date, Circa 1865. [8],
290, (1) pp. Engraved headpieces by Froment. 8vo., 24.3x15.7 cm.
Contemporary quarter morocco over stippled cloth, raised bands, gilt spine
decorations in five compartments, all edges gilt, marbled endpapers, ribbon
marker. French text. Eleven short plays for children’s theatre in an attractive
binding. Near fine, light wear to corners.
$85.00

35.
[LITERARY CRITICISM]
[MIDEAST]
Huart, Clément. Litterature Arabe. Paris. Armand Colin. 1912. xiv, 470 pp.
20.5x13.5 cm. Publisher’s brown cloth, gilt titles, red top edge.
2nd edition. French text. A respected history of Arab literature. Very good,
marginal pencil marks.
$32.50

34.
[GEOGRAPHY] [FRANCE]
Hugo, Abel. France Pittoresque Ou Description Pittoresque, Topographique Et
Statistique Desdepartements Et Colonies De La France Offrant En Resume'
Pour Chaque Departe-Ment Et Colonie L'Histoire, Les Antiquites, La
Topographie, La Meteorologie, L'Histoire ... (3 volumes). Paris. Delloye. 1835.
320, 320, 320 pp. Profusely illustrated with full-page engraved plates and
maps, 2 folding general maps and 1 folding paris map. 8vo., 28x19 cm.
Contemporary quarter red glossy cloth over black cloth boards, marbled
endpapers, speckled edges. French text. A historical, cultural, geographical
economic and statistical report on France including the country as a whole
and separate reports on the individual departments and colonies with full-page
maps of each. Illustrations include costumes, portraits, buildings, landscapes,
city views, and city plans, etc. Heavy set, requires extra postage. Good plus,
moderate wear to corners, slight marginal dampstains, 3 leaves loose,
otherwise a very good complete set.
$135.00

36.
[LANGUAGE]
Court de Gebelin, Antoine. Histoire Naturelle de la Parole, ou Précis de
l'Origine du Language & de la Grammaire Universelle. Extrait du Monde
Primitif. Paris. l'Auteur Boudet, etc., 1776. 400 pp. Engraved frontis,
engraved folding plate illustrating Gebelin’s heiroglyphic theory of the
development of alphabets, and an engraved and hand colored folding plate by
Jacques Gautier D'Agoty illustrating the anatomy of the organs of speech. 8vo.
Contemporary full speckled leather, gilt spine decorations, red spine label,
marbled endpapers. 1st separate edition. French text. Important work on the
development of language, this is a summary of volumes 2 and 3 of "Monde
primitif analysé et comparé avec le monde moderne". A very good tight copy
with only light shelfwear and some minor dampstaining, top edge darkened.
450.00

37.
[SCIENCE]
Guillemin, Amedee. Les Applications de la Physique aux Sciences, a l'Industrie
et aux Arts. Paris. Hachette. 1874. xv, 743, [4 ads] pp. 22 full page plates, 6 in
color, 3 double page color maps, hundreds of illustrations in text. 8to., 27x18
cm. 1/4 leather. French text. Science for the non-scientist from the age of
inventions, covers a wide range of applied science subject matter. A near fine
copy with only very light wear to corners.
$120.00
39.
[LITERATURE]
[POETRY]
Haller, Albrecht von. Poésies de M. Haller Traduites de l'Allemand - Edition
Retouchée et Augmentée. Berne. Societe Typographique. 1775. viii, 236, [12
unnumbered] 237-266 pp. Engraved frontis after Dunker, engraved title page,
engraved headpieces and tailpieces. 8vo., Contemporary full marbled calf, gilt
borders and spine decorations, marbled edges, marbled endpapers, ribbon
marker. French text. Literary work by the famous Bernese polymath scientist.
Very good, spine lightly sunned, lower corner bumped.
$175.00

38.
[BIOGRAPHY]
[NAPOLEON]
L'Ardeche, Laurent De P.M. Histoire de l'empereur Napoléon. Paris. Dubochet.
1839. 801 pp. Frontis and 500 illustrations by Horace Vernet. 4to., 25.5x17
cm. Contemporary half black polished calf over marbled boards, gilt spine
decorations, marbled endpapers. 1st edition. French text. Well illustrated
Napoleonic history. Good plus, lightly cocked, light shelfwear, pages toned.
$65.00

40.
[HERALDRY]
[SWITZERLAND]
Gautier, Adolphe. Les armoiries et les couleurs de la Confédération et des
Cantons Suisses. Geneve. Georg. 1879. 139 pp. 4 chromolithograph plates.
23.5x15.5 cm. Publisher's printed wraps. French text. Swiss heraldry
illustrated. A good binding copy, covers toned, soiled and chipped, spine split
and repaired with linen tape. text and color plates very good. $22.00

41.
[HISTORY]
De Thou, Jacques-Auguste. Memoires de la Vie de Jacques-Auguste De Thou
conseiller d'Etat et président à Mortier au parlement de Paris. Ouvrage meslé
de prose et de vers, avec la Traduction de la Préface qui est au-devant de sa
Grande Histoire. Rotterdam. Reinier Leers. 1711. (26) 276 pp. Woodcut
portrait frontis, title printed in red and black. 4to., 24.5x18.5 cm
Contemporary full dark brown calf, raised bands, gilt spine decorations. gilt
floral design at board edges, red spine label, red speckled edges, marbled
endpapers, ribbon marker. 1st French language edition. French text. First
published in Latin in 1620, this is the first French translation of De Thou’s
memoirs. De Thou was an important historian of his times and an avid book
collector. Very good, light shelfwear, outer hinges beginning to crack, bright
gilt on spine, private library markings in ink script on title page, contents near
fine, tight and bright with wide margins.
$450.00

42.
[PHILOSOPHY]
[Bouhours, Dominique]. La Maniere de Bien Penser Dans Les Ouvrages
D'Esprit. Dialogues. Paris. Sebastien Mabre-Cramoisy. 1687. [6], 402, [28
index] pp. 4to., 26x19 cm. Contemporary full mottled calf, raised bands, gilt
spine decorations, red spine label, marbled endpapers, red edges.
1st edition. French text. A nice copy of this work by the Jesuit philosopher
and critic in a contemporary binding. Very good, corners bumped and
worn, margins toned on preliminaries, scattered light foxing. $375.00

43.
[SCIENCE]
[CHEMISTRY]
Wurtz, Ad. Leçons Elémentaires de Chimie Moderne. Paris. Masson. 1884. ii,
828 pp. Numerous text illustrations. 8vo. 18x12 cm. Quarter brown leather
over marbled boards, gilt spine title, speckled edges, marbled endpapers. 5th
edition. French text. Noted chemist Adolphe Wurtz was an early proponent of
the atomic theory. First published in 1867, this was a standard work reprinted
many times. Very good, light shelfwear, scattered light foxing.
$45.00

44.
[SOCIOLOGY]
Salverte, Eusèbe. Essai historique et philosophique sur les noms d'hommes, de
peuples et de lieux, considérés principalement dans leurs rapports avec la
civilisation. 2 vols. Paris. Bossange Pere. 1824. [4], xii, 467; [4], 503 pp.
8vo., x20x13 cm. Contemporary quarter green calf over green marbled boards,
gilt spine decorations, marbled endpapers. French text. Near fine, light
shelfwear, very light scattered foxing.
$185.00

45.
[AVIATION]
Nadar. A Terre & En L’air...: Memoires Du Geant. Introduction by Babinet.
Paris. Dentu. 1864. xx, 439 pp. 12mo., 18x11 cm. Contemporary quarter
cloth over stippled boards, gilt spine title, marbled endpapers. 1st Edition.
French text. Scarce. Nadar was a pioneering photographer and balloonist who
was the first to take photographs from a balloon. The “Geant” was a huge
experimental balloon that crashed at the end of its second flight, leading Nadar
to become a proponent of heavier-than-air flight. Very good, covers soiled,
light shelfwear, contents tight and bright.
$425.00

46.
[HISTORY]
[DENMARK]
Roger, Urbain. Lettres sur le Dannemarc. Geneve. Philibert. 1757. [14], 240
pp. Engraved title page, engraved tailpieces at the ends of chapters. 8vo.,
20.8x12.5 cm. Contemporary speckled boards with leather spine label, gilt
title, red speckled edges. 1st edition. French text. Inscribed "de Vattel 1758
Present de l'auteur M. Roger" on second endpaper. Roger was a Swiss diplomat
posted in Denmark. His letters provide an account of the Danish economy and
culture in the 18th century. Very good, light wear to cover extremities.
$245.00

47.
[PLAYS]
Hugo, Victor. Theatre de Victor Hugo: Hernani; Marion de Lorme; Le Roi
S’Amuse; Lucrece Borgia; Marie Tudor; Angelo; La Esmeralda; Ruy Blas; Les
Burgraves. Paris. Eug. Hugues, Editeur. N.D. circa 1885. 4to., 28x19 cm.
Quarter red morocco over red stippled cloth, raised bands, spine in 5
compartments, gilt spine decorations, marbled endpapers. French text. Nine
plays, Volume four of complete works, Very good, light soiling to covers, pages
quite toned. French text. Nine plays, Volume four of complete works, volume 1
theatre. Very good, light soiling to covers, ink name to title page, pages quite
toned.
$27.50

48.
[HISTORY]
[MIDDLE EAST]
Blochet, E. Introduction a L'Histoire des Mongols de Fadl Allah Rashid Ed-Din.
Leyden & London. E.J. Brill & Luzac. 1910. [8], 398 pp. 8vo., 24x16 cm.
Contemporary quarter brown calf over marbled boards, gilt spine decorations
in six compartments, marbled endpapers. E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Series, Vol
XII. French text. Signed by Blochet on title page and first page of text. Scarce
commentary on the 14th century Jāmi‘ al-tawārīkh, considered by some to be
the first “world history”. Very good, spine head pulled, light wear to
extremities.
$650.00

49.
[HISTORY] [WEST INDIES]
Raynal, Guillaume Thomas Francois (Abbé). Histoire philosophique et politique
des Isles Francoises dans les Indes Occidentales (en Amérique). Lausanne.
Heubach. 1784. xv, 355 pp. Portrait frontis, one folding table charting the
European imports of West Indies commodities. 8vo., 20.3x12.5 cm.
Contemporary half leather over speckled boards, gilt bands and title at spine,
yellow edges. French text. One-volume version of Raynal’s controversial history
of the French West Indies. Very good plus, light wear to extremities, small
dampstain to top corner, top edge soiled.
$425.00

50.
[FLOWERS]
[COLOR PLATES]
Correvon, Henry. Champs et Bois Fleuris. Neuchatel and Paris. Delachaux &
Niestle. No date. circa 1922. 262 pp. + plates. 75 Full-page color plates by
Rivier. 21x15.5 cm. Color pictorial paper over boards, color floral endpapers.
French text. Book on wildflowers with nice bright color plates. Good plus,
paper cover split at hinges, shelfworn, contents very good.
$35.00

51.
[HISTORY] [ENGLAND]
Chasles, Philarete. Révolution d?Angleterre. Charles 1er, sa cour, son peuple
et son parlement, 1630 à 1660. histoire anecdotique de la guerre civile en
Angleterre au dixseptième siècle. Paris. Madame v. Louis Janet. No date,
[1844]. [10], 262, [1] pp. 24 (of 25) engraved plates. 4to., 27x18 pp. Half black
morocco over black stippled cloth, gilt spine decorations, marbled endpapers.
French text. Illustrated history of the English civil war published by the widow
of Louis Janet of the notable Janet publishing family. Good plus, light wear to
covers, very slightly cocked, lacking one plate, foxing to others.
$45.00

52.
[SCIENCE} [ELECTRICITY}
De Tressan, [Louis-Élisabeth de La Vergne ]. Essai sur le fluide électrique
considéré comme agent universel. (2 volumes). Paris. Chez Buisson. 1786.
lxxx, 396,[2]: [2], 487, [4] pp. 8vo., 19.5x12.5 cm. Non-uniform bindings, vol 1;
quarter leather, vol 2; full leather, red edges.
1st Edition. French text. Scarce early treatise on electricity. Tressan may
have been a better writer than scientist, as his theories of electricity proved
to be somewhat speculative. A good set, the same edition but non-uniform
bindings, covers are worn, contents very good.
$450.00

53.
[LITERATURE]
De Floian, [Jean-Pierre Claris]. Estelle, Roman Pastoral. Lausanne. Mourer.
1788. 192 pp. 12mo., 17x10 cm. Plain boards. French text.
Popular common French novel, unusual in the Swiss edition.
Good plus, covers worn, very good contents.
$32.50

54.
[LITERATURE] [PLAYS]
Poinsinet (Antoine-Alexandre-Henri) . Le Cercle ou la Soirée à la mode, comédie
épisodique en un acte & en prose. Paris. Duchesne. 1764. 71 pp. One page of
musical notation 12mo., 20x12.7 cm. Plain paper boards. Red edges. 1st ed.
French text. One of the prolific playwright’s most successful plays. Near fine.
$95.00

